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Through what phenomenon did the group of misfits gain their powers? Thunderstorm 
The first scene of this series shows the misfits preparing in changing rooms. What are they preparing 
for? 

Community Service 

As Nathan attempts to wind up the other misfits, he criticises Kelly for her indecipherable northern 
accent. What accent does Nathan have? 

Irish 

After the group's probation worker checks up on them and finds that Gary has stormed off, what 
happens suddenly? 

Rocks of ice fall from the sky 

Tony the probation worker was also clearly affected by the storm and seems to adopt a zombie-like 
appearance, becoming very violent. His first victim is Gary, who does not know that anything 
untoward has occurred. Which weapon does Tony use to dispatch Gary? 

An Axe 

Although seemingly normal the next morning, Tony the probation worker becomes suddenly enraged. 
Which member of the group does he chase after with a large metal pole 7. After Tony strikes Kelly 
over the head with a large metal pole, many believe her to be dead. Whose newly discovered ability 
saves her? 

Kelly 

Eventually breaking into the community centre, Tony threatens the lives of the entire group. Which 
character eventually kills him? 

Curtis’s 

What was Curtis' profession before being sent to perform community service? Kelly 
As the group set out to repaint benches on the estate, we learn how some of them ended up serving 
community service. What reason does Simon give? 

Sprinter 

Alisha is built up as one who is rather fond of herself. For what reason does she say that she is serving 
community service? 

He tried to burn down someone's house 

In the second episode, the group finds a naked man whilst picking up litter. Who is he? Drink driving 
Through what phenomenon did the group of misfits gain their powers? Nathan's stepfather 
Simon, the outcast of the group, confides in an unknown friend on the internet who calls herself 
"shygirl18". Who does this person turn out to be? 

Sally, the probation worker 

Nathan engaged in a sexual relationship with a girl called Ruth in episode 2. What disturbing secret 
does he later find out? 

She is 82 years old 

What is the name of the girl who got into a fight with Kelly and who turns her bald at the beginning 
of episode 3? 

Jodie 

Throughout several of the first episodes, what does Nathan claim is the reason for his community 
service? 

Stealing pick n mix 
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Simon confronts Sally after finding out that she knows that the group had killed their probation 
worker. What is the result of this confrontation? 

Simon kills Sally 

What was Alisha’s power at the start of the series? Sexual frenzy 
What was Nathan’s superpower (series 1 and 2)? Immortality 
What was Kelly’s superpower (series 1 and 2)? Telepathy 
What was Simon’s superpower (series 1 and 2)? Invisibility 
What did Curtis Donovan do time for? Cocaine possession 
What was Finn’s superpower? Telekinesis 
Through what hobby does the old woman tell the future in ‘Possession’? Knitting 
What was the organ transplanted to Alex in season 5? Lung 
What was the killer rabbit holding in ‘The Rabbit in the Basement?’ Golf Club 
What was Finn’s biological mother’s nickname? Anal Mary 
What devices can Kelly build due to her expansive scientific powers? Rockets 
What did Rudy call the sweater superheroes that Maggie made in ‘Possession?’ Jumper Posse 
What was the name of the bogeyman in ‘Phantasmagoria?’ Scary 
Through what item does Abbey find Laura? Scarf 
What was the name of the baby who had Nathan acting as his father? Finn 
What was the name of the cult that ‘adopted ultra-conservative behavior’? Virtue 
Who was the new probation worker in series 4? Greg 
Who can hack into people’s brains and make them digital representations? Leah 
What monsters do they deal with in series 3, episode 7? Zombies 
Who was Superhoodie? Simon 
What was Helen’s power in the last episode? Electrokinesis 
Which series did Iwan Rheon star as part of the main cast? 1-3 
What was Curtis’ power in series 3? Gender swap 
Who was the crime boss in series 2, episode 4? Conti 
What was the name of the coma patient in series 3, episode 5? Jen 
Who does Vince make Nathan fall in love with? Simon 
How was Karen killed? With a piano 
Who replaces Sally in series 2? Shaun 
Who did Rudy fall in love with? Nadine 
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What was Jess’ power? X-ray vision 
Which character was voted the series most annoying character? Nathan Young (Robert Sheehan)  

 


